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QUESTION 1

Durini the current playback phase, the BPM applicaton developer is creatni the to-be business process defniton for a
process applicaton. Which playback phase is the BPM applicaton developer is currently in? 

A. Playback0. 

B. Playback 1. 

C. Playback 2. 

D. Playback 3. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

A BPM Applicaton developer is creatni a client-side human service. The developer must create a save buton that saves
the coach felds so the user can return 

to their task at a later date. 

Which service meets the requirements? 
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A. B. C. D. 

A. Exhibit A 

B. Exhibit B 

C. Exhibit C 

D. Exhibit D 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

An insurance company has a claims process that is performed by a claims analyst and is due in 3 days. If the claims
analyst has not completed the task in 4 days an escalaton should be sent to a manaier The claims analyst can stll
complete the task, even if the escalaton has been triiiered, and the manaier should only be notfed once. Which
confiuraton should the BPM applicaton developer implement for the escalaton tmer? 
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A. Exhibit A 
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B. Exhibit B 

C. Exhibit C 

D. Exhibit D 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

ABPM applicaton developer needs to collect some business informaton and create a trackini iroup for the followini
business process defniton (BPD). 

The BPM applicaton developer adds a trackini point to the BPD and associates some process variables to this iroup: 

Afer runnini some tests, the BPM applicaton developer notces that informaton defned in the trackini propertes is not
collected in the performance data warehouse afer the instance is completed. What should the BPM applicaton
developer do to fx the problem? 

A. Set "Enable Trackini" and "Enable Auto-trackini" in the BPD. 

B. Set "Enable Trackini" in the BPD and then update trackini defnitons. 
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C. Set "Enable Trackini" and "Enable Auto-trackini" in the BPD and then update trackini defnitons. 

D. Associate a process variable to the amount feld in "Trackini Propertes" and update trackini defnitons. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A BPM Applicaton developer needs to construct an inteiraton service that will access an external web service. The web
service has been predefned in the process applicaton setnis. The BPM applicaton developer creates a new inteiraton 

service and adds a web service inteiraton to the canvas. Since this is a predefned web service, on the implementaton
tab, the BPM applicaton developer selects "From process applicaton setnis" for the discovery scheme. 

What should be the next step in confiurini the web service connector usini the predefned server for the BPM applicaton
developer? 

A. insert the url and use the "Discover" buton. 

B. Fill in the data mappini tab in the web service propertes. 

C. Select the defned web service and select which operaton to use. 

D. Generate the data types that will be inputs and outputs for the web service. 

Correct Answer: C 
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